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Abstract:

Background: Static verification is a sound programming methodology that permits automated reasoning about the correctness of an implementation with respect to its formal specification before its execution. Unified Modelling Language is most commonly used modelling language which describes the client’s requirement. Object Constraint Language is formal language which allows users to express textual constraints regarding the UML model. Therefore UML/OCL express formal specification and helps the developers to implement the code according to the client’s requirement through software design.

Objective: This paper aims to compare the existing approaches generating Java, C++, C# code or JML, Spec# specifications from UML/OCL.

Method: Nowadays, software system is developed via automatic code generation from software design to implementation when using formal specification and static analysis. In this paper, the study considers transformation from design to implementation and vice versa using model transformation, code generation or other techniques.

Results: The related tools, which generate codes, do not support verification at implementation phase. On the other hand, the specification generation tools do not generate all the required properties which need for verification at implementation phase.

Conclusion: If the generated system supports the verification with all required properties, code developer needs less efforts to produce correct software system. Therefore, this study recommends introducing a new framework which to be act as an interface between design and implementation to generate verified software systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The software development cycle [1][2] consists of different phases which include Requirements, Design, Implementation and Testing as shown in Fig. 1. Software requirements specify the needs of clients that are to be achieved by the system. Requirements analysis comprises those tasks that take into determining the needs or conditions to achieve for a new or altered system. Software design is the activity following requirements analysis. It is the process of creating conceptual design or frame which intends to achieve the goals of a system using set of components and subject to constraints. Implementation is the original process which makes the runnable system by generating executable codes or programming techniques. Implementing a system requires expertise programmers to develop a complex software system using complex algorithms, formal logics and different programming techniques with the knowledge of application domain. Therefore, implementation is the major and larger process in software development cycle. Software testing is the process of investigating the quality of software system with information provided by clients.

Software development is measured by a ‘well defined’ process which delivers software that behaves as expected and produces correct results in order to reduce complexity and save energy. Many software development approaches have been introduced to deal with development for producing correct systems, improving its quality and reducing its complexity, time and cost of development. This paper discusses the comparison about various works done in generating verified software systems.
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2. BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION

2.1. Formal Specification

Formal specifications are used to specify requirements when developing software. These specifications form a contract between the customer/client and the developers, i.e., the customer specifies the needs of the system and the developer implements the system according to the customer’s specification. The formal specifications specify number of contracts in design of software development. These contracts are influenced by Design by contract (DbC) mechanism [3]. DbC is a programming methodology where the behavior of program components is described as a contract between the provider and the clients of the component [4]. The client explains the provider what he or she expects from the system. The provider implements the system to achieve the goal of client’s requirements and he is free to choose the system as long as it meets requirement of the client. Design by Contract has become a popular methodology for object-oriented languages.

2.2. Contract Specification

Contract is the agreement between the client and the provider. These contracts are specified using side effect free expressions (Boolean) or assertions. These contracts are classified as follows [4].

- Method contracts
- Class level specifications
- Non-Null or Nullable expressions
- Expressions
- Specification for verification

Method contracts: Method contracts express the conditions over the method invocation using some natural language or other formalism. For example, what should be the result after or before the method invocation. The precondition specifies the constraint which must be satisfied before the execution of the method. The postcondition specifies the constraint which must hold after execution of the method. As a constructor comes live after its object invocation, It should not specify any precondition over the object when specifying the constructor. It can have post conditions over constructor specification. Visibility specifications are used to access modifiers for the specification purposes.

Class level specifications: Class level specifications express the condition which stands for the entire life of the class object. An invariant is a constraint of a type over an element of the model. This expression must be true for all instances of that type at all times. Class invariant should be true for entire object’s life. Some condition should be true when the invocation of that object. For example, the initial value of some properties of an object are expressed using these specifications. Some specifications express the condition over the object’s history values. During inheritance of objects, some properties must be hold. The inheritance specifications are used to express those conditions.

Non-Null or Nullable expressions: These expressions specify the condition whether the properties can refer non-null or nullable references.

Expressions: Some specifications express constraints over statically unknown length of properties by using quantifying expressions. Some specifications express constraints over the generalized values of properties. Also, constraints over the pre-state values are expressed using these expressions.

Specification for verification: Some condition expresses over the body which may change the result of the method, which is called framing problem. To avoid this problem, framing is used when using software verification process. Some constraints express the condition using loop variables. Frame conditions limit the parts of the program state that the method is allowed to modify. Therefore, it may change the state of that variable. Loop invariants are used to avoid this problem which avoid the state change over loop variables. Some specifications are used to avoid the state change of particular block.

2.3 Static verification

A requirement specification defines what a system must do and the design specification defines how to implement the system. The design specification plays an important role in the software development to produce correct results. These specifications are expressed in a formal specification language. If a formal specification is used in a software design, it can be verified using some mathematical techniques called formal verification techniques [5]: theorem proving, model checking and equivalence checking.

Static verification is a process of checking that implementation meets requirements by inspecting the code before it runs i.e., that checks the correctness of an implementation with respect to its formal specification before its execution. Therefore, it is the set of processes that analyses the program to ensure defined coding practices are being followed, without executing the application itself.

2.4 Ownership & Types

Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a programming methodology for implementing software systems. In an object-oriented program, classes contain description about data fields and methods. An object is an instance of a class...
which has state and methods which can change that state. Any object can refer to other objects. Aliasing occurs when one object is reachable through multiple paths, i.e., more than one reference is referred by the same object. Owners have privileged access [6] to a given object or objects in the context. That means, the owners have exclusive write access to the object they own. Therefore, the ownership determines the owner who enjoys privilege access to the object. When accessing an object, that object's owner will not permit changing the values. This aliasing is a technique which allows a programmer to share the single data source with different objects [7]. Ownership helps to control aliasing and assists in structuring object relationships in a program [8][9]. By using this ownership representation, an owner object can access the reference objects. Ownership types help the programmer track information about object aliasing. Ownership types are introduced to deal with the object aliasing [10]. Ownership type systems are classified into two types in the sense of encapsulation: Universe or Dynamic.

A universe type is a static system that enforces the ownership topology and modifier owner encapsulation [11]. The universe type system allows objects to migrate from one owner to another to facilitate modification of objects [12]. Software verification is a process that ensures that a software system meets its specification and that it fulfils its intended purpose. The universe type system allows modifying owner references for the purpose of verification. In this system, references are used to read attributes and to call pure methods. Pure methods are methods which do not cause side effects.

2.5 Motivation

Nowadays, software is developed via automatic code generation from software designs to implementation when using formal specification and static analysis [13]. The modelling approaches are used to describe the client’s specification and translates to implementation. The correct software maintains the consistency of a programs data throughout its verification. If it fails to maintain the consistent details, the system may fail and lead to a number of errors during program development. Therefore, transformation of these specifications plays major role in verification of design and implementation. So that, it helps in reducing programmer’s complexity and saves their energy in the sense of time and effort of implementation. This paper presents,

1. Formal Languages to represent the specification at design and implementation phases with verification support
2. Methodologies in transforming specification between design and implementation
3. Related works done so far for this purpose and Comparison of these related works

3. FORMAL LANGUAGES

There are number of formal languages available to verify the correct software systems. This section explains few formal specification languages and their features which support to specify the contracts over software development.

3.1 UML & OCL

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is most commonly used modelling languages [14] that includes a graphical representation to create an abstract model of a system, referred to as a UML model [15]. The UML is a language for specifying artefacts of software system at Design phase. The UML model describes object-oriented programming components clearly. In the UML model, most of the programming details can be described by graphical structures, i.e., class diagrams, state diagrams and object diagrams.

A class diagram depicts the details of a class of the model in an object-oriented system. Classes have attributes, operations and relationships with other classes. The relationship restrictions with other classes can be described by associations which are called UML constraints. Association multiplicities define the connection relation of classes to each other, i.e., a class is related to other classes through its role name and number of instances. However, the UML model needs some more facilities in order to add textual constraints on it directly. The textual constraints contain the restriction of a system's state. Those specify what the system must have in its implementation.

The Object Constraint Language (OCL) is a formal language which is part of the UML standard. It solves this problem by allowing users to express textual constraints regarding the UML model [16]. As OCL expressions are side-effect free, they can query or constrain the state of the system but not modify it. Because OCL is a declarative language, means that OCL does not include imperative constructs like assignments. Therefore, the evaluation of an OCL expression does not change the state of a model [17]. The OCL constraints simply state what should be true, but not how this should be achieved.

OCL is used to express constraints: invariants, preconditions and postconditions. These constraints do not affect the state of the system. Normally the OCL is used to specify the property that must not change through the execution of the design of the system, i.e., software execution. Some constraints must be true before and after the invocation of methods.

3.2 Spec#

The Spec# programming system provides static verifier for C# programs. Spec# is a formal language, which extends C# with constructs for writing specification [18]. It supports design by contract properties over C# to allow programmers to express their restrictions or constraints in the implementation. The constraints are the same as OCL constraints: invariants, preconditions and postconditions [18]. The Spec# system consists of: the Spec# programming language, the Spec# compiler and the Spec# static program verifier (Boogie)[19][20]. Spec# supports object ownership at the implementation phase to permit static verification. It supports holding the reference of component objects as well other object references; for example, during an inheritance, a subclass object may have reference to superclass objects.

Spec# supports distinguishing the other objects in the current class con-text. A dynamic ownership system checks the universe type encapsulation with ownership transfer during program execution. In a dynamic ownership system, the
ownership of an object may temporarily be broken. The reference may be passed, and the owner’s states may be changed during program verification. This ownership transfer is used for verification purposes and is done using representative exposure. This is otherwise called expose blocks which is a frame used in the Spec# programming language. Inside this expose block, the owner is mutable. Therefore an owner object can modify the values of a referenced object inside the expose blocks. These modifications do not affect the actual results because the modifications are completed using query statements. Query statements are statements which gives the results with side effect free. Here the ‘this’ object acts as the owner of the referenced object. The dynamic ownership is implemented in the Spec# language for the purpose of the verification of C# programs [21].

Dynamic ownership systems enable ownership transfer in the expose blocks during program execution. This dynamic ownership is supported by three major constructs: Object topology, ownership types and representation exposure. In Spec#, an object can refer to other objects for the internal definition of its data. The [Rep] keyword is used to annotate such attributes. Therefore the ‘this’ object is declared as the owner of Rep referenced objects. Generally, an invariant is a constraint of a type over an element of the model, i.e., expressed by the OCL expression [16]. Object invariant is a constraint of the object during its instance. Object invariants must be true all the time for an object instance. During execution of a Spec# program, it is necessary to break some object invariants for the purpose of verification [22]. Therefore Spec# introduces a block statement called expose block. Invariants are temporarily broken by exposing an object using the expose construct. The object invariants may be broken within an expose block [18] i.e., the object invariant cannot be proved as a logically true inside the expose block. In the expose block, an owner is mutable. Therefore the current owner is the owner of the referenced object. At the end of an expose block, the object invariant must hold. This ownership transfer supports the program verification in the dynamic ownership system.

3.3 JML

The Java Modelling Language (JML) is a formal specification language for Java which specifies behavior of Java classes i.e., it records design and implementation decisions. JML adds assertions as annotation to specify invariants, preconditions and postconditions. This system also uses the design-by-contract approach to annotate programs with assertions so that tools, such as compilers and theorem provers, can generate the proof obligations required to verify that a program satisfies its specification.

This universe ownership type system is implemented in JML compiler for the purpose of the verification of Java programs. Therefore, this system checks the ownership properties statically at compile time [23]. In JML, the owner of an object is determined during object creation. JML distinguishes references into three major types.

- peer references are references between objects in the same context. The rep references are references from an object X to an object directly owned by X. The readonly references are references between objects in arbitrary contexts[24]. readonly reference does not specify an ownership context. The readonly reference may refer to objects with arbitrary owners. They denote a reference that is read-only and might point to objects in any context. Therefore, references specified with the readonly modifier cannot be used to modify the referenced object. In JML, the modifier any can be used as a semantically equivalent alternative. The modifier ownership type does not allow modifying the reference objects of arbitrary type.

3.4 Formal Software Verification

Static verification is a process of checking that implementation meets requirements by inspecting the code before it runs i.e., that checks the correctness of an implementation with respect to its formal specification before its execution. The Spec# programming system provides static verifier for C# programs. Spec# is a formal language, which extends C# with constructs for writing specification [18]. It supports design by contract properties over C# to allow programmers to ex-press their restrictions or constraints in the implementation. The constraints are the same as OCL constraints: invariants, preconditions and postconditions [18]. The Spec# system consists of: the Spec# programming language, the Spec# compiler and the Spec# static program verifier (Boogie). Spec# supports object ownership at the implementation phase to permit static verification. It supports holding the reference of component objects as well other object references; for example, during an inheritance, a subclass object may have reference to super class objects. Spec# supports distinguishing the other objects in the current class context.

Similarly, JML annotations specifies client’s constraints over Java programs. There are numerous tools available to verify Java programs with respect to JML such as: Runtime Assertion Checking (jmlc), Unit testing tool for Java (jmlunit), Extended Static Checking (ESC/Java), Program Verification with LOOP, Static Verification with JACK and KeY tool. ESC/Java tool [25] checks simple assertions and some common errors in Java programs as static checking. KeY[26] is one of popular verification tool of JML. This tool helps to formally verify the correctness of Java programs.

4. MODEL DRIVEN ENGINEERING

New technologies have been introduced to reduce the complexities of software development. Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is one of the most popular mechanisms of software development. MDE refers to the systematic use of models in the entire software engineering life cycle [13][27]. There are two popular methodologies available in practice for generating Design specification to Implementation.

- Model Transformation
- Design Patterns
4.1 Model

A model gives a full description of a system. In order to represent an overview of a system to develop, a model for the system is used in the design phase. These models are used in model transformation approaches. For example, a UML class diagram is one such model. Any kind of model can be transformed by Model transformations, but they must fulfill the specification requirement.

4.2 Metamodel

In MDE, metamodels play a key role. A metamodel defines the abstract syntax of models and the interrelationships between model elements. Metamodeling is a technique for constructing properties of the model in a certain domain. The metamodel defines the general structure and characteristics of real world phenomena. Therefore, a model must conform to this protocol of the metamodel similarly to how a grammar conforms for a programming language.

4.3 Model Transformation

Model Transformation is a mechanism for transforming one model into another model, based on some transformation rules. The OMG introduced two modelling layers M1 and M2 as shown in Fig. 2. M1 represents the models and M2 represents metamodels. Each model in M1 is an instance of a Metamodel in the M2 layer. A transformation engine reads one source model conforming to a source metamodel and writes a target model conforming to a target metamodel. According to its characteristics, the model transformation is classified into two types: Horizontal or Vertical transformation. Horizontal transformation transforms the models based on semantic equivalence. Vertical transformation transforms model into another abstraction level model.

With respect to target models, model transformation is classified into two types: Model To Model (M2M) and Model To Text (M2T). M2M transformation creates its target as a model which conforms to the target meta-model. M2T transformation creates strings for a given input model. For example, UML2C# [28] is a M2T translation and UML2SQL [29] is a M2M translation. UML2C# translates UML models into C# code and the UML2SQL generates the SQL model from the UML model. QVT and ATL are popular model translation languages.

5. SCOPE OF STUDY

This paper compares some related works done in transformation from the software design to implementation in order to support software verification. In literature, this paper considers transformation from UML or UML/OCL to other specifications and vice versa. These systems translate using model transformation (model to model) or code generation (model to text) or other techniques.

### 5.1 Criteria for Evaluation

This paper evaluates the related works using some analysis parameters and those are as follows.

**Direction:** This parameter defines transformation direction. Values, this paper used, are unidirectional and bidirectional. Unidirectional technique transforms from specification to implementation only and bidirectional also transforms vice versa.

**Source Language:** In this survey, this paper considers source languages into account. Since, primary focus of this paper is on UML/OCL, this paper checks that different constructs of UML/OCL like UML, OCL or UML/OCL. Here UML specifies that UML is only source language, whereas, OCL specifies that OCL is only source language. UML/OCL specifies both specifications as source language. In this paper, OCL is used to mention OCL constraints, OCL expressions or OCL specifications regardless the authors usage to avoid confusion as they specify same concept with different terminology.

**Target Language:** In this survey, this paper considers target languages into account. This parameter specifies the output of the tools, that is, target specifications such as Java, C#, C++ codes or JML, Spec# specification languages. This is the important criteria to evaluate the verification support.

**Methodology:** This parameter defines transformation methodology of the work such as model transformation, code generation or design patterns.

**Transformation:** This parameter defines whether the transformation is manual or automatic.

**Verification support:** Some works support verification of specification or implementation or both. This paper uses parameters as X or ✓ and levels.
Collection Support: Target coverage parameter describes the coverage of collection operations in target specification. Since, primary focus of this paper is on target specification/code. This paper checks the support to different collection operations in the target specification using standard collection, user specified library. X denotes the no support for collection operations.

Scalability: This parameter evaluates the potential and capability of the system. This paper uses three parameters: High, Med and Low. ‘High’ specifies the system with high potential and verified using a number of case studies in their paper. ‘Med’ denotes less case studies and ‘Low’ denotes no case studies respectively.

Ownership addition: This parameter describes the coverage of ownership type constraints at specification level. This paper uses two parameters: X and ✓. ✓ denotes the addition of ownership type constraints and X denotes the no coverage.

Historic variables: Historic variables denote the production of appropriate historic variable in the generated specification (e.g. denotes old or @pre). This paper uses X or ✓.

6. RELATED WORKS

Many researchers are working on the translation of UML/OCL specifications into other code/specifications for different purposes. Following section discusses some related works in transformation of UML/OCL.

6.1 Pattern based Translation of OCL to JML

Ali Hamie developed a system [31] which translates OCL into another Design by Contract like language JML based on the concept of constraint patterns. This system translates constraints in OCL into an equivalent JML expression by mapping the patterns of constraints of both languages. In this approach, the translation is done by mapping basic types, collection operators, iterating expressions and other OCL constructs into equivalent JML constructs.

Limitations: This approach does not provide any correctness of the transformation but does the automating translation. It just transforms similar constructs from both languages. This approach only concentrates the assertions generations, and not about the program code. Also, this does not concentrate on ownership. Addition of the ownership concepts could be implemented in this work to ensure object aliasing concepts.

6.2 Bidirectional Translation between OCL and JML

This work is done by Shimba et al [13]. In this tool, one can translate UML class diagram with OCL into Java skeleton code with JML annotations. They developed this tool by using Xtext plugin in the Eclipse framework. Xtext uses the syntax of the model for transformation. Models are defined in an editor and transformed into target text by the transformation rules of corresponding properties.

Limitations: Authors verify their tool by checking some known examples in both languages. There is no formal verification of the transformation. Also, there is no support for reasoning about ownership and framing conditions.

6.3 OCL2Spec#: Adding ownership constraints to OCL

OCL2Spec# system [34] introduces ownership constraints to OCL to make this information available during the design specification, in order their implementations easier to develop and less prone to error. This system allows to add ownership constraints to OCL specification to describe the program's specification at the specification level and Spec# to develop the code at the implementation level. The OCL2Spec# generates the Spec# program with the standard collection library: List.

Limitations: This approach mainly concentrated about ownership type addition at specification level. It is evaluated by the correctness of ownership type translation from OCL to Spec#.

6.4 Incremental OCL to C# Code Generation

Tamás Vajk et al. developed a tool framework which generates C# code from OCL [35] by incremental iterations. This framework generates C# code from OCL constraints using incremental code generation. This incremental process iterates the constraints to minimal code in C#.

Limitations: This tool generates C# code from OCL constraints directly. It does not allow the verification of the code during the implementation phase. Also, it does not generate specifications and not support verification about code generation.

6.5 Generating Assertion code from OCL

Rodion Moiseev et al. worked on a tool which generates assertion code from OCL [36] based on the similarities of the languages: OCL, Java, Python and Haskell. In their approach, they translate constraints in OCL into an equivalent assertion code in the target language code to check the correctness of the program. They implemented this transformation using the similarity of the programming languages which can be modelled via abstract syntax Tree (AST). They wrote the transformation rules based on these AST similarities between the languages. Their input is a model of OCL AST. This tool generates the target language's AST and then transforms equivalent executable code by applying set of rewriting rules. They evaluated their tool by generating assertion code in four different languages: Java, Python, Haskell and O'Haskell.

Limitations: They uncovered the functionalities of history expressions, i.e., previous value of attributes (@pre value). They did not check the consistency of the transformation i.e., accurate transformation from OCL to generated code. And their transformation did not support the hierarchy properties.

6.6 UML-RSDS

Recent days, Kevin Lano is working towards on a project, UML-RSDS tool, which is a subset of UML 2.0 and OCL 2.0 [37][38]. UML-RSDS generates implementation code in Java, C#, C++ and JSP/Servlets from UML/OCL [39]. This tool is used in part of software development in design and implementation. It ensures the consistency between these languages using model transformation and design pattern concepts.
Limitations: This tool generates implementation code in programming languages from UML/OCL. It does not generate the formal specifications like JML. Therefore, it does not support the verification at implementation phase.

6.7 XRTSDIC: model transformation from PIM to PSM

Ramesh has developed a framework, named XRTSDIC, which supports the model transformation of UML to Java, C# and C++ [40] using the concept of ‘Dialects’. This tool is used in part of software development in design and implementation. It ensures the consistency between these languages using consistency checker algorithm.

Limitations: This framework automatically generates the source code from UML model. This does not support verification either in design or implementation phases. But it uses the consistency checker to make sure the correct code generation from a given UML model.

7.DISCUSSION

Table 1. shows the comparison of the approaches generating code specifications from UML/OCL design. These approaches transform UML/OCL specifications to the target specifications such as Java, C#, C++ code or JML, Spec# specification languages in order to generate verified software systems. The main source language is OCL specification. OCL2Spec# and UML-RMDS use UML along with OCL specification as source language. XRTSDIC use only UML as source language. All these tools generate equivalent code in different programming languages such as Java, C# and C++ or target specifications in JML or Spec# specification languages. These tools generate code directly using code generation, intermediate model transformation and design patterns. Rodion’s tool [36] generates the OCL AST into an equivalent AST in three other languages: Java, Haskell and O’Haskell. It needs a second translation engine to generate the code. All approaches transform unidirectionally except Shima’s bidirectional tool. As discussed in section 2.4, the ownership types play important role in verification. Therefore, it is important to produce right ownership types in the implementation as done by Hamie’s and OCL2Spec# tools. But OCL2Spec# allows adding ownership types to OCL at the design phase of software development. OCL specifications use the standard OCL collection library to specify the collection operations in the constraints. Therefore, target specifications must have the corresponding operations to specify them correctly when generating specifications to support the verification. OCL2Spec# and Hamie’s tool use the corresponding C# or JML standard library in this scenario. Most of these tools have verified using different case studies as mentioned in their papers. Also, these tools transform the historical variable which must support in the verification specifications. OCL2Spec# and Rodin’s tool transform manually, where, others are automatic transformation tools. As a conclusion, the related works transform Java, C#, C++ codes or JML, Spec# Specifications. The related tools, which generate codes, do not support verification at implementation phase. Therefore, it must go under testing process to verify the final system. On the other hand, the specification generation tools, Hamie’s and OCL2Spec#, do not generate all the properties which need for verification at implementation phase. If the generated system supports the verification with all required properties, code developer needs less efforts to produce correct software system. Also, it saves cost and time by holding all the required properties for verification and avoiding long testing processes. Therefore, there is a need of new work which supports the transformation of the target
specification with support of verification at implementation phase.

8. CONCLUSION OF STUDY

This paper has explained the comparison of approaches towards the transformation from UML/OCL to implementation to generate verified software system. It gives a clear idea how the tools operate, what properties support or not support, strengths and weaknesses as discussed in the previous section. As a conclusion, class artefacts, such as UML and OCL specifications, are a major component of object-oriented design and development. These artefacts contain static class structure with specification constraints. Yet there are many barriers to describing and using them correctly across different models in a model-oriented environment. Finally, it needs to investigate the class artefacts at the intra- and inter-model level and investigate the portability of these artefacts between different phases. Some work analyzed frame conditions in UML/OCL [41]. Therefore, if a system has a suitable methodology which supports re-usability of class artefacts, then it will be much efficient system in the transformation. Therefore, this study recommends introducing a new framework which to be act as an interface between design and implementation. The new framework should help in producing verified system in the target language according to the design specification and to support the re-usability of the specification. Also, it should be able to produce specifications in different languages enabling the implementation by expertise in that language. Therefore, the new to be proposed framework will be based on the sustained development of different formalism to support interoperability between these specifications.
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